
Set 1

Set 2

Set 1 (n = 300)
SPINACH SAMPLES

75 leaves  por day
TREATMENTS

t1.0, t1.1, t1.2 and t1.3
(storage for 0, 7, 14, 21 days

T = 4.5 ºC , HR = 85 %)

It is well-known that processing of vegetables promotes a faster physiological deterioration of the product.
For ready-to-use (RTU) spinach leaves, the major problem is the development of strong off-odor and
discoloration (Allende et al., 2004). Regarding changes in colors, they are due to different biochemical
processes involving plant pigments (Ferrante et al., 2004; Kader, 2002). Plant pigments can be estimated
through non-destructive techniques, such as measurement of spectral reflectance, by employing indices
based on opportune sensitive bands, i.e., red (660-700 nm), blue (450-480 nm), green (550 nm) and the
near infrared (NIR) regions. However, spectrometers can analyze only small portions of the product and

they can provide only an average color of the product (Abbott, 1999). Otherwise, computer vision systems
(CVS) allow quantification based on the original appearance of the sample (Studman, 2001). The aim of this
work was to evaluate quality of RTU spinach leaves through a CSV based on the cited sensitive bands and to
compare the obtained results with reference parameters, i.e., CIE L*a*b* color coordinates and a sensory
evaluation index (ISE).
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Monitoring of fresh-cut spinach leaves through multispectral vision and 
sensory evaluation

Abstract

Introduction

Image processing and cluster analysis

In the present study, a new method based on a multispectral vision system was proposed to classify
leafy spinach on the basis of changes in colors related to quality deterioration. The classification
method utilized relative histograms of four virtual images, e.g., R/IR, (R-IR)/(IR+R), B/R and (R-
B)/(R+B), computed as combinations of infrared (IR, 800 nm), red (R, 680 nm) and blue (B, 450 nm)
images. Virtual images computed from R and B ranges gave the better results detecting changes in
quality along period storage at 4.5ºC. These virtual images were able to classify samples into two
reference classes (Class A and B), including respectively the major part of the samples analyzed on
time zero and on the 7th day and samples analyzed on the 14th and the 21th days. In all cases,

Class A to B presented increasing ISE, L* and a* values, but image combination based on B/R and (R-
B)/(R+B) showed the best sensitivity to reflect the change in colors associated with discoloration. This
method could be used as a potential criterion for detecting the most significant color changes in RTU
packed spinach leaves under refrigeration conditions with or without additional inhibitory treatments.
In addition, this method allows for a more spatially detailed determination compared to other
colorimetric techniques, which analyze a small portion of a sample and lead to errors and inaccurate
results if the analysis is not repeated in different zones on the surface.

Conclusions 

Vision system
3 CCD CAMERA

800 ± 20 nm (infrared, IR)
680 ± 20 nm (red, R)
450 ± 20 nm (blue, B) 

light source: 
6 halogen lamps 

(100W/220V)

Reference values
MINOLTA CM-50I 

VIS relative reflectance spectra
(360-740 nm) 

CIE L *a *b*  color coordinates
ISE 

visual color scale of 1–4
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Set 1:

Class A:t1.0-t1.1

CIE L*a*b*  

The aim of this work was to develop an image algorithm to detect superficial changes related to quality
deterioration in ready-to-use (RTU) leafy spinach during storage and to compare the obtained results with
reference parameters, i.e., CIE L*a*b* color coordinates and a sensory evaluation index (ISE, obtained
through a visual evaluation using a 1-4 scale (1 = fresh samples; 4 = samples with severe deterioration). The
experiment was performed on spinach leaves stored at 4.5°C for 21 days (Set 1) and at 10°C for 9 days (Set
2). In the case of Set 1, 75 leaves of spinach were analyzed at time zero and after 7, 14 and 21 days, while
for Set 2, 24 samples were measured at time zero and after 3, 6 and 9 days. Multispectral images were
acquired in the red (R, 680 nm), infrared (IR, 800 nm) and blue (B, 450 nm) regions. Virtual images were

calculated on the basis of spectral indexes usually employed for estimation of leaf pigment content. By
considering the sensitive bands to chlorophyll, new virtual images were proposed. A non-supervised
classification was applied to the obtained virtual images and the results were evaluated according to the
reference parameters. The best classification was obtained with the virtual images based on R and B bands
that let to detect changes in quality along period storage at 4.5°C. These virtual images were able to
classify Set 1 samples into two reference classes (Class A and B), including respectively the major part of
the samples analyzed on time zero and on the 7th day and samples analyzed on the 14th and the 21th
days.
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Set 2 (n = 96)
SPINACH SAMPLES

24 leaves  por day
TREATMENTS

t2.0, t2.1, t2.2 and t2.3
(storage for 0, 3, 6, 9 days

T = 10 ºC , HR = 85 %)

Set 2:

Class B: t2.2-t2.3

Set 2:

Class A: t2.0-t2.1

Set 1:

Class B: t1.2-t1.3

Set 2:

Class B: 70% t2.2-t2.3

Color coordinates

Cluster L*mean ±1,96SDL* a*mean ±1,96SDa* b*mean ±1,96SDb*

R/IR A 43,41 0,22 -10,86 0,06 21,58 0,21

B 47,20 0,43 -8,98 0,08 21,79 0,22

F-values 12,57*  15,50* 3,45n.s.

NDVI A 43,63 0,24 -10,46 0,06 21,02 0,23

B 47,57 0,26 -8,99 0,07 21,28 0,25

F-values 13,06*  14,14* 3,49n.s.

B/R A 42,25 0,18 -11,13 0,06 21,01 0,23

B 48,04 0,20 -8,72 0,07 21,77 0,22

F-values 27,84* 23,13* 3,89n.s.

R-B/R+B A 42,30 0,22 -11,15 0,05 21,08 0,21

B 49,00 0,23 -8,98 0,08 21,79 0,23

F-values 29,54* 22,33* 3,80n.s.

Color coordinates

Cluster L*mean ±1,96SDL* a*mean ±1,96SDa* b*mean ±1,96SDb*

R/IR A 40,20 0,12 -10,71 0,06 21,88 0,21

B 44,41 0,13 -10,28 0,08 22,19 0,22

F-values 14,18* 13,98* 3,55n.s.

NDVI A 40,57 0,14 -11,40 0,06 21,08 0,23

B 44,63 0,16 -10,99 0,07 21,33 0,25

F-values 13,67* 13,83* 3,8n.s.

B/R A 40,04 0,18 -10,55 0,06 21,24 0,23

B 45,45 0,20 -9,72 0,07 22,20 0,22

F-values 16,60* 16,63* 3,83n.s.

R-B/R+B A 40,00 0,13 -11,01 0,05 21,60 0,21

B 45,70 0,12 -9,98 0,08 22,79 0,23

F-values 16,77* 17,43* 3,97n.s.

Set 2:

Class A: 75 % t2.0-t2.1

Set 1: 

Class A: 

93% t1.0-t1.1

85% color scale 1-2

Set 1:

Class B: 

98% t1.2-t1.3

80% color scale  3-4
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